
Inflation has troughed. Interest rates are likely upward. Major assumption is no delay in 
government budget that’s viewed as protracted as last year. 

November inflation likely at slightly above 1%. Rise in chicken prices from the current 
Php180/kg (wet market) likely to reach Php250/kg (retail wet market) by next month 
(Christmas). It’s now doing Php200/kg even though farmgate is a little less than Php100/kg 
and upward pressure is spilling on to eggs, hitting retail price of Php8/pc, on talk of short-
age (artificial?). All a product of the Asian swine flu with an estimated Php8bn loss already 
to the  Philippines’ hog industry, excluding the meat processors.

Inflation will still be benign though forward, but has bottomed out last month which means 
it won’t stay sub-1%. It’s upward onwards as the base effect of last year’s 6% plus infla-
tion fades. This is  even with oil likely to be steady next year per Goldman Sach’s Brent oil 
forecast of $60/barrel.  Hard to bet on oil’s trajectory. Rice prices have bottomed out too 
at Php32/kg, which is NFA’s target from previously Php38/kg on the strength of rice tar-
rification, making the country the 2nd largest rice importer next to China. 

Also behind the lack of scope for interest rates to dramatically fall some more is record 
government borrowing in Q1 2020. Add corporate borrowing expected at Php800bn in 2020 
based on a survey by Congress Ways and Means Committee.  The rumoured RTB issuance 
likely at Php200bn or more will happen Q1 next year, causing rates to rise (to 4.5-5% in Q1 
2020) with BSP policy easing on hold as indicated yesterday by its board. 

The Fed is also on hold/on a pause showing no need to further stimulate the US economy, 
precisely the reason why there’s an ongoing rally in Wall St. It’s a  “no recession”  rally, 
also reflected in the wider 2-year and 10-year US Treasury spread of 25 bps that earlier was 
very close to zero. 

The view of the Fed and some economists is that  the US economy will roll with GDP slower 
though at 1.8% from 2.5% predicted this year. It is thus inferred that the dollar won’t be as 
weak as it is doing now against emerging market currencies like the peso. Thus, next year, 
the peso is bound to shed some strength vs the dollar. That will be also due to Philippine 
imports resuming its growth from a flattening trend until now due to fiscal spending picking 
up speed next year.  And exports aren’t really staging any big rebound as the global trade 
war saga unfolds some more. As this fiscal ramp up happens in a big way, local markets will 
price in greater government need for funding.

Actually, it’s already in the fiscal program that  government borrowing next year will hit a 
record  Php1.4trn (19% above this year, gross basis) as the Php4.1trn national budget with 
a deficit of 3.2% (Php677bn, higher than the Php631bn this year) gets underway for legisla-
tive action by yearend, already in the Senate. Much of its credibility depends on the timely 
passage of the 2020 budget.

The Senate opened plenary sessions last Nov. 12 and held sessions until Nov. 14. Then, both 
chambers of Congress will convene a bicameral conference committee (BCC) by the end of 
the month in order to harmonize their versions.

Trouble in Bicameral Talks?
It is in the bicameral committee that discussions could take some time, after Sen. Lacson 
has said that the House plans to make some Php100bn worth of realignments from the ver-
sion submitted by Malacañang.

The 2020 budget of Php4.1trn, which is cash-based, is 11.8% more than the 2019 budget and 
will constitute 19.4% of the country’s gross domestic product.
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